
 

                                                 ANNUAL REPORT 

INTRODUCTION 

The buds of education are blooming with the fragrance of intelligence plus 

character. 

 A heart filled with aspirations is all that we knew since the very existence of the 

school and that's what gave us the ambition of marching forward till excellence is 

achieved in all our endeavors.  This report is comprised of the achievements made 

during the year gone by and at the same time set the path for greater 

accomplishments in the years to come 

Indraganesan Educational & Charitable Trust, Thiruchirappalli, which 

has consistently followed a growth path owing to our philosophy of constant 

innovation, up gradation and well defined quality policy. 

 

T. Ganesan, the founder and chairman, originally hails from a family of productive 

agriculturists and became a well known businessman .   

Er. G. Rajasekaran, secretery of Indra Ganesan Educational and Charitable trust 

who is well known person in around trichy and tamil nadu mere to his fabulous  

service to the education society and  his community outreach .  

  

Our beloved  managing director dr. G. Balakrishnan, he is very keen  interest in 

ensuring that the students are well taken care of in terms of maintenance of 

discipline, academic excellence and teachers performance appraisal  maintaining  

culture and heritage.   

 

 

 

 



VISION  AND  MISION 

VISION  : 

We have envisioned   Sigma   to  Provide  holistic  development   of   the  child 

 Be the primary center of comprehensive learning 

 Be the center of excellence in the field of education 

 Establishing a strong tradition of high quality , reliability and cost 

effectiveness 

 Nature innovation ,creativity and decision making in a child 

 Mold our student to be compassionate ,progressive and professionally 

successful human beings responsive to global culture and heritage 

MISSION 

Sigma school focuses on being the steeping stone of a child and provides 

comprehensive inputs for developing as better individuals 

We are aimed to provide holistic development of the child 

 Render unsurpassed education 

 Kindle the hidden talent of the young minds 

 Quality inclusive learning environment that is responsive to student voice. 

We proudly have 71 students in this year.  

In Morning our School started with the assembly followed by classes. We provided 

hot soup or fresh juices at the break time. Afternoon we provided healthy hot lunch 

and in evening we serve hot milk with healthy snacks according to the day chart 

schedule. 

Transport facilities were provided area wise with caring attenders.  

 

 

 

 



ACADEMICS 

     Brief review of the academic session 2019 – 2020.  

 

1. To nourish the academics, CBSE patterns in time table, assessments like 

Multiple Assessments, Subject Enrichment Activity and Portfolio was 

introduced.  

2. As a part of academics 21
st
 century skills like Project Based Learning and 

LSRW was introduced. 

3. To uplift the academic performance Review and Recap period was 

introduced. 

4. To inculcate the basic skills in toddlers FINE MOTOR SKILL, GROSS 

MOTOR SKILL , SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL SKILL were 

introduced.  

5. Learners were assessed daily by Dojo App and the assessments were 

conducted through online.  

6. New lesson plan pattern with Blooms Taxonomy,  Patterns for 

assessments , pattern for report card based on CBSE was introduced. 

7. Google Class room Application was introduced to the educators to 

maintain the academic  documents and circulars.  

8. Daily home works, activities and the reports were sent through Whats 

App to the parents.  

9. Educators were also assessed through Dojo App and online test. The best 

performers were honored every month.  

10. As  per the CBSE, Periodic Tests and Term Exams were conducted. 

 

Effective teaching absorbs the young minds easily. Our teachers explain the 

content by using smart board classes.  High Quality effective teaching of our 

school brought every student as a successful one. Individual caring promoted them 

to their next level of education. 

We equipped their knowledge with practicals conducted in Science lab, Computer 

lab. We have a well equipped library to widen their learning. NCERT syllabus was 

followed which develop their hierarchical order of thinking. We also maintain 

health records month wise based on their height and weight. At the end of every 

term, Parent- Teachers’ meeting was conducted. We appreciate their valuable 

feedback. We thanked them for their continuous support. 

 



Co-Curricular Activities 

At SIGMA, we believe in working with students to create future global citizens 

who are not only well educated, but also well – rounded. 

  

1. To help reach that goal, we introduced good habits like early wakeups, 

prayers, blessings from parents, organized timings for studies and 

physical workouts for healthy life through SIGMA 48 program.  

 

2. Work education forms an indispensible parts of the school curriculum. 

Based on CBSE we introduced work education to the children to align 

the skills towards the goal. 

 

3. Art and craft activities help instill a sense of achievement and pride in 

children, boosting their self-confidence. To inculcate the creative 

thinking in children Visual and performing arts (VPA) period was 

introduced.  

 

4. Life skill education helps in creating a strong positive powered force of 

citizens who in the coming future will contribute to the society. For this 

Life skill period was included in the co-curricular and it facilitates 

character building and preserves the value of society. 

 

5. School can play an important role in inculcating gender sensitivity in 

etiquettes and manners of students. A detailed action plan with definite 

road map is prepared to achieve gender equality in SIGMA.  

 

6. Silambam, Chess , Abacus, Yoga are conducted as extra curricular 

activities in SIGMA.  

 

7. As a part of academics field trips were arranged to bring the knowledge 

of Railways , Postal departments and banking sectors. Learners interacted 

with the employees of the sectors and learned the importance and the 

benefits of each departments.  

 



We shaped their talents through extracurricular activities such as Art/ Craft class 

on Tuesday , Abacus on Wednesday, Silambam on Thursday and Yoga on Friday  . 

 Music and Classic dance classes are also provided to the students to exhibit their 

talents. We arranged cursive writing special classes conducted by Dr. Kalam 

Institute of hand writing. 

We motivated and extended their knowledge by giving projects in all the subjects. 

Project Expo- 2020was conducted and it was evaluated  by Vice -Principal of 

Indra Ganesan college of Education in the month of January. Students submitted 

their innovative projects with explanations on that day.                                                                                                                               

Teachers worked collectively with the fervent to felicitate the student learning and 

promote values that enable students to live successfully in the changing society. 

Along with the academics, we also connect them to the real world through field 

trip. It enriched their minds by visiting the different places.                                                                  

 i)Printing press of Vikatan                                                                                                                               

ii) Saibaba temple                                                                                                                                                            

iii) Head post office                                                                                                                                                      

iv) Farm house 

We are proud to announce our students Siranjeevi Sanjay of Grade VI and Srihari 

of Grade VIII excelled in Chess Competition at state Level. 

Celebration of days motivate the young minds to create something. 

Save a life, Give blood   - It is the theme of Blood donor day in our school. It was 

celebrated on July with the special chief guest Dr. Edmond William ,Chairman, 

disaster management Committee, Joint Secretary Indian Red cross society, Trichy. 

He delivered speech about the importance of blood donation. 

Green means prosperity and colour of farmers. Green day was celebrated on July 

with the august presence of our Director Dr. Bala Krishnan . KG kids celebrate the 

day by telling rhymes and ate sweets made of green gram. 

Fruits are the energy giver to our life. Fruits day – a special day of Sigma 

celebrated with the glorious presence of our Director in July. Importance of eating 

fruits was explained by the students with the Fruit Salad.  



The spiritual value of Swami Vivekananda was celebrated and narrated by the 

students on July. The students wore fancy dress like swami Vivekananda. 

Karma veerar Kamarajar Birthday and Nelson Mandela day were also celebrated in 

the month of July.  

Library day was celebrated with the skit of students in the month of August. They 

explained the importance of books than using Internet. 

Mother Teresa day was celebrated in the month of August. Students performed the 

skit showing her kindness towards the poor and help needed people. The students 

wore costume like Teresa on that day. 

As per Government norms, Department of Primary Health Centre of Tamilnadu 

has given the circular to give DPT and TT vaccine to the I Std and V Std Students 

in the month of August. According to that, Vaccination was given to the students. 

Magic show was presented to the students in the month of August. They enjoyed 

and learned the tricks used in that show. 

Nagasaki day was celebrated to show the effects of bomb blast in Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki. The aim of this day was to create the peace in this world. 

Krishna Jeyanthi was celebrated with sweets in the month of September. Children 

wore the costume of Lord Krishna and Radha.  

Gandhi Jeyanthi, World Post day, Abdul Kalam Birthday and UNO days were 

celebrated in the month of October. 

73
rd

independence day was celebrated on 15.08.19. 

 

Saraswati pooja was celebrated in the presence of  Director. Students kept their 

books in front of  God and prayed to give more Knowledge and health. 

The 2
nd

 Grand Annual Sports Day was held on October, 2018 in the school 

premises with the renowned Guest Mr. Earnest Ravi. Students exhibited their 

talents like Drill  and Ninja. Welcoming ceremony  with March Past  attracted  the 

audience. Silambam and Pyramid formation  were the peakful performances filled  

in the hearts of Guest and management . The three houses of our school are Agni, 



Thrishul and Prithvi. At last, Overall trophy went to the house Thrishul. Prizes 

were distributed to the students based on their performances in running, Kho-Kho, 

Long Jump and Shot-put. 

Dynamic 48  

Definition of dynamic (of a process or system) characterized by constant change, 

activity, or progress.  

We practiced dynamic 48 for our students to constant change in their behaviour 

,attitude and enhance studying habit which is regularly monitored by parents and 

teachers through whatsapp group. We are getting a regular updated progress in 

academic and their attitude and behavior it self.  

Children’s day was celebrated on 14.11.19 in PasumaiPoonga, E- Pudhur.  

Children showcased their talents in dance. 

Sharing and Caring – Kootanchoru was celebrated on 17.11.19. Parents brought all 

the utensils and groceries and they prepared verities of dishes with their children as 

well as they guide the children to play the traditional games like KALLANGA , 

PAMBARAM, TIRE VANDI etc. 

 International men’s day was celebrated on 19.11.19. Learners made a “MENS 

CROWN – The Mustache” and they presented to all the gen staff members in IG 

campus to honour them. 

Now it is extended to dynamic 48- version 2.0 and our school has self-appraisal  as 

24x7 school.  

Children”s day – The most awaiting day of children. Fancy dress competition was 

conducted on that day. Students came on different costumes. They are very 

gorgeous and charming on that day. 

Patha Pooja – a special celebration given to honour the parents by their children in 

the month of November. The value of parents was explained and the children 

honoured their parents by putting flowers on the legs of their parents and received 

their blessings on that day.    

Netaji birthday was celebrated as Youth day in the month of January. He was the 

first person, created the Indian Army. 

Tamilar festival “Pongal” was celebrated with various programmes. Kummi and 

folk dance were impressed and added more sweetness to Pongal. Surya bhagavan 



was worshipped on that day in the college premises.  Common pongal was 

prepared and served to teachers as well as students. Students knew the value of 

unity on that day and enjoyed lot. 

They were holding a big poster about the theme of World Cancer Day - 2019 “ I 

AM  AND I WILL “.  Special information about Thyroid cancer was explained by 

our students. Students were holding the following posters in their hands.                                                                                                

I) Types of cancer          ii) causes of cancer         iii) Diagnosis and prevention.                             

Students were wearing different colours of ribbons to denote the prevention of 

different types of cancer. For Example, White ribbon denotes Lung cancer and 

Periwinkle blue denotes Stomach cancer. 

Thillaiyadi Valliammai Birthday was celebrated in the month of February. Her 

history was shown to the students through the skit - From the procession to her 

death in the age of 16.  

The last celebration of this academic year was Science Day. It was celebrated in 

the multipurpose hall with lot of interesting ideas. Students explained their 

innovative projects. Acids and bases analysis practical tests were performed by 

students.  Symbols and atomic number of various elements, chemical names of 

house hold substances are narrated . Sir C.V Raman effect was explained detailly 

by students 

We are proud to announce our students Siranjeevi Sanjay of Grade VI and Srihari 

of Grade VIII excelled in Chess Competition at state Level. 

1. 73
rd

independence day was celebrated on 15.08.19. 

2. Rainy day was celebrated to bring the awareness of rain water harvesting on 

08.11.19. 

3. Children’s day was celebrated on 14.11.19 in PasumaiPoonga, E- Pudhur.  

Children showcased their talents in dance. 

4. Sharing and Caring – Kootanchoru was celebrated on 17.11.19. Parents 

brought all the utensils and groceries and they prepared verities of dishes 

with their children as well as they guide the children to play the traditional 

games like KALLANGA , PAMBARAM, TIRE VANDI etc. 

5.  International men’s day was celebrated on 19.11.19. Learners made a 

“MENS CROWN – The Mustache” and they presented to all the gen staff 

members in IG campus to honour them. 



 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Srihari from grade 8 and Siranjivi Sanjay from grade 6 won nearly 8 prizes in inter  

district and inter school chess tournaments 

S.Joshwar from grade 8 and Siranjivi Sanjay from grade 6 tried to hold 

CHAKRASANA position for nearly 4 minutes and 42 seconds. 

Mithra from grade 3, Siranjivi Sanjay from grade 6, Sri Hari from grade8, achieved 

top level in VIKADAN quiz competition. 

 

Learners from grade 6 to 8 participated in elocution based on the topic “Natural 

Medicine 

PROGRAMS AND CONFERENCES : 

1. Dr. Barathiraja, Principal, IGCE conducted a seminar based on  

Chandrayan – II mission on 06.09.19. He explained the launching and 

landing process of chandrayan – II and motivated the children. 

2. Awareness program regarding intellectual property is conducted by  

Mr. AravindhGuptha to bring the awareness of pattern rights. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

We are drowning in information and severely starving for wisdom today. 

Fortunately, we are empowered with demographic dividend knocking on our door. 

We just need to break the cocoon and let in the beautiful colours of knowledge. I 

am sure in the coming years, we shall successfully channelize the halo of the 

young minds to explore best of their abilities.  


